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Investis Boosts Analytics and Usability with myInvestis5 Upgrade

New Features Simplify Experience and Put End Users in Full Control of Their Digital
Channels

LONDON (PRWEB UK) 2 November 2017 -- Investis (http://www.investis.com), a leading digital
communications company, today announced the release of myInvestis5, a major upgrade to its industry-leading
audience insight platform. The myInvestis platform is a unified multi-lingual cloud-based digital
communications solution, combining traditional web analytics, multi-channel publishing/monitoring and
organizational corporate audience insight.

Consistent with the Investis product development approach, most of the upgrades, which strengthen the
analytics and usability were directed by the software users themselves. Investis added the new features as part
of its mission to simplify the user experience, creating insight and putting end users in full control of their
digital channels.

Key Features include:

• Advanced Website Analytics - Understand which channels bring the most traffic, how individual website
sections perform and what users search for on your site.
• Visitor Insights - Identify visits from 480,000 individual companies and your shareholders to monitor most
viewed content, track prospect behaviour, and understand upselling opportunities with existing clients.
• Corporate E-Mail Analytics - Custom html creation and real-time visibility about the performance of your
corporate communications.
• Video Analytics - Insights around geographies, engagement and redistribution allow you to make informed
decisions about you go forward video strategy.
• Social Sentiment Analysis & Notification – Manage your online reputation and be the first to know when the
sentiment in the market shifts significantly across Twitter and over 250,000 online publications.
• Webcasting Analytics - Make better decisions about the structure of your webcasts by understanding who
your viewers are and how/when they prefer to consume your webcasts.
• Detailed Reporting - Receive weekly, monthly, quarterly and yearly detailed PDF reports to monitor insights
related to your digital channels.

“It truly is a one-of-a-kind out-of-the-box solution to manage your entire web estate from a single location. It
offers up-to-the minute insight on audience behavior and providing actionable insights to help make informed
decisions on how to best manage your digital channels and content,” said Investis Chief Digital Officer, David
Corchado.

Investis recently announced the acquisition of digital marketing agency ZOG Digital, enhancing its suite of
corporate communication services, including delivery of content to key stakeholders, enhancing brand visibility
and driving customer engagement and acquisition.

About Investis

Investis is an award-winning digital communications company that helps world-class businesses manage their
corporate brands to build trusted connections with customers, employees, and investors. The company works
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with more than 2,000 clients around the world. Global businesses such as BP, ArcelorMittal, WWE, and Rolls-
Royce trust the Investis team of more than 500 employees to deliver stronger relationships with audiences and
improved ROI through a unique blend of technology, expertise and service. For more information about the
Investis approach, please visit www.investis.com.
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Contact Information
Dana Mellecker
Mellecker Communications
+1 (646) 435-4456

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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